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The Sleekest Wink 

 

 

What is it? 
The most ruthless game show ever made! 

Stand up to our sharp-tongued host, build up a stock 

of cash and turn against your friends to win the prize 

and remove the sleekest wink. 

Or are you the sleekest wink? - Goodbye 

How does it work? 
Six rounds of general knowledge take place. Answer 

the quick fire questions correctly and maintain the link 

in the chain, banking as much money as possible 

along the way. 

At the end of each round, contestants ruthlessly vote 

off who they consider to be the sleekest wink. In turn 

they all show a card with the name of the person 

they want to eliminate. 

After our lovely host  has made her own feelings quite 

clear with a few cutting remarks, the person voted off 

will be eliminated. 

In the later stages of the game, often the strongest 

link is tactically voted off by the weaker contestants. 

Your host will know who was the strongest and 

sleekest wink in each round, which will add fuel to her 

insults! 

After six rounds there will be only two contestants left, 

who will go head to head to become the strongest 

link and win the prize. 

 

 

 

Who is it suitable for? 
• All age ranges, organisations and backgrounds 

• Colleagues, clients or families 

What are the benefits and outcomes? 
• A competitive conclusion for any conference  

 or dinner 

• Highly tactical and ruthless entertainment 

• An alternative way for guests to meet 

• Experience a taste of Anne Robinson terror 

Enhancements 
• The Sleekest Wink can be played alongside other 

 game shows to form a larger event 

• Players can be given comical identities and 

 costumes to lighten up the game 

• We can supply a variety of prizes, which can be 

 branded and themed to your company or venue  

• The basic game is intended for 8 participants,   

   however it can be amended to involve the whole 

 audience playing as teams 


